
Artist:
a person who creates art

painting
sculpture
music
writing

Su
ch as 

using conscious skill and creative imagination



painting
sculpture
literature
architecture
cinema
music
theatre

There are 7 different forms of art



Sometimes artists make art
just for people to 

enjoy



Art for enjoyment



Ho

wever, 

sometimes artists make
art with 

more than one purpose



An artist created this large sculpture.

It was created to be 

beautiful
can you 

guess what else 
  this sculpture was 

 designed for?

but...



a playground!

a slide!It w
as also 

designed to be:



Art with a purpose

A - Z Dictionary

First Nations Rock Art Sandwich Art Painted Bowl

Educational Book

Glass Lamp

Stained Glass Window

Sculpture Table

Calming Music

Mosaic Chair

Sensory Tool



These artists 
created artwork that could be

used by lots of people.
 

Their art is nice to look at, 
but it was also created with at

least one other purpose in mind. 



Breathing Pavilion is an outdoor art installation that is intended to create
calm by mimicking the speed of a deep breathing technique.

 
It is a circular space surrounded by columns that light up at intervals. It

provides a space for residents to 
take a moment and catch their breath.

Breathing Pavilion by Ekene Ijeoma - New York



COSMO is a gigantic structure that features an impressive arrangement 
of plants and pipes. 

 
It was developed by an architect to process nearly 4000 litres 

of polluted water a day and make it 
clean and drinkable. 

COSMO by Andrés Jaque and his architecture firm - New York



Amphitheatre is created out of granite and is located in the Kroller-Muller
Museum and Sculpture Park. 

 
It was created to provide people with a place for viewing entertainment. 

It has tiers of seating surrounding the performance area. 

Amphitheatre by Marta  Pan -  Nether lands 



Winding Path Labyrinth is a large-scale geoglyph made out of stone. 

It has a single continuous winding path with several loops that lead to the centre. 
 

A labyrinth is used for spiritual contemplation. It is a work to be experienced on foot

and represents a journey and pilgrimage. 
 

It can also be seen from very far away.

Winding Path Labyrinth, by Andrew Rogers - Nepal


